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TOUR DE SKI IN VAL DI FIEMME
TSCHARNKE AND JOHAUG MADE OF GOLD

Tim Tscharnke (GER) wins at photofinish the Tour de Ski penultimate round
Alexey Poltoranin second while Petter Northug leads the overall 
Johaug keeps back Bjoergen and Weng on the 10km race
Final Climb tomorrow along the Alpe Cermis uphill


Italy’s Val di Fiemme hosted the FIS Tour de Ski penultimate round today and Tim Tscharnke of Germany and Therese Johaug of Norway showed their muscles to the world. The German skier managed to beat at photofinish Alexey Poltoranin of Kazakhstan after having been in the lead several times during the race together with team mate Thomas Bing. ‘We helped each other – said Tscharnke – we both knew it was a tough race where nobody takes the initiative and leaves the pack. Eventually I made my move on the last lap and Poltoranin fought hard until the very end.’ Swiss Dario Cologna stepped in third and climbed the TdS overall standings up to the fifth place. Thanks to a very good tactic today, Petter Northug (NOR) kept the leadership  in the TdS overall ahead of 2014 winner Martin Sundby. The gap between the two is 3 seconds only and tomorrow’s Final Climb on the Alpe Cermis will certainly be a tough and intense race, from any point of observation.
After men’s 15k CT race, the ladies entered the stadium and at the end of the first lap the Norwegian trio composed of Therese Johaug, Marit Bjoergen and Heidi Weng was already on the run and the only athlete who managed to initially keep their pace was Poland’s Justyna Kowalczyk. However, the four-time Tour de Ski winner in black suit was definitely not able today to keep the Norwegians at bay and simply let them go, better yet, the trio pushed the gas pedal all the way down to the very last kilometre and soon lost sight of Justyna. ‘I knew Marit would be stronger than me on the last uphill so I made up my mind and attacked before it. It paid off.’ Therese Johaug crossed the finish line for first after the 10k run, followed by Bjoergen and Weng. Bjoergen still sits on top of the provisional overall table ahead of Weng (2’11) and Johaug (2’50).
The Final Climb on the Alpe Cermis is scheduled tomorrow at 12pm (men) and 1.30pm (women). The promotional race ‘Rampa con i Campioni’ will take place at 10am.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com" www.fiemmeworldcup.com  

Men 15 km Mass Start

1 TSCHARNKE Tim GER 46:48.8; 2 POLTORANIN Alexey KAZ  +0.0; 3 COLOGNA Dario SUI +0.4; 4 VOLZHENTSEV Stanislav RUS +0.7; 5 BESSMERTNYKH Alexander RUS +0.7; 6 BING Thomas GER +2.0; 7 DE FABIANI Francesco ITA +3.2; 8 SUNDBY Martin Johnsrud NOR +4.1; 9 LARKOV Andrey RUS +4.5; 10 NOECKLER Dietmar ITA +4.8

Ladies 10 km Mass Start

1 JOHAUG Therese NOR 33:10.4; 2 BJOERGEN Marit NOR +1.1; 3 WENG Heidi NOR +5.5; 4 SAARINEN Aino-Kaisa FIN +1:13.1; 5 STEPHEN Elizabeth USA +1:39.6; 6 STADLOBER Teresa AUT +1:40.9; 7 KOWALCZYK Justyna POL +1:47.2; 8 VRABCOVA - NYVLTOVA Eva CZE +1:47.7; 9 HAGA Ragnhild NOR +1:50.5; 10 HERRMANN Denise GER +2:01.3




